WESSEX AEROMODELLERS LEAGUE NEWSLETTER
(Updated 4 February 2011)

The Aeromodelling Link for Dorset into Wiltshire, Hampshire, Somerset and
Devon
From James Parry and Chris Hague
2011 already - I can’t believe it! We’re all a year older, maybe not so wise - but then we are
aeromudellers!
Planning for 2011 started in October 2010, but then I had a cup of tea and got totally absorbed in
something else, like building a model or two. I tried to keep up with Chris who has quite a few new
models ready for testing as soon as the weather improves.
With tea cold metamorphed into a lumpy green crust it was back to event dates - is anything more
frustrating? I suspect tactics enter into it.
Chris made up the first list of possible venues and dates and now many versions later it is time to
publish. The website will be kept up to date with the 2011 programme of events. If in doubt contact
myself or Chris before travelling to make sure there are no alterations to the published events.
Following a successful 2010 there has been a lot of interest throughout the winter months and a few
more prospective competitors are expected during the coming season. There are reports of many new
models from seasoned campaigners and we look forward to seeing a variety of new models during
2011.
Wessex Low-Cost 600RES
During the cold bleak winter months new models have been built and existing models have been sold
on to new entrants. The Old School Model Aeroplane Factory (I wish Derek had chosen a shorter
name, it takes ages to type!) hereafter called OSMAF now have the Apollo ribs sets available from
stock. Interestingly these rib sets also include two fuselage formers, F1, the motor mount and F2. All
good value at £20. Contact Derek Foxwell on 0208 647 1033 for full details. Questions about the
build can be addressed to Chris or the Apollo designer himself, Peter Kessell. In addition we have a
moulded fuselage available at £40 from Roly Nix which will accept a wing with a chord up to 9”.
Several modellers have decided to marry up the Apollo wing to Roly’s fuselage, whilst others have
designed their own wing using their favourite (better than any other section ever available!) wing
section. Puffin Models (www.puffinmodels.com/index.php) can supply the MIG 600 brushed motor,
the Jeti 350 ECO ESC and the Graupner grey 20 x 11 CAM folding propeller. Also the Component
Shop (www.componentshop.co.uk ) sell the 2200 Nimh 7 cells 4/5 C batteries at a very reasonable
price.
Don’t be fooled by the simplicity of this class, the models pick up the slightest lift and thermal well,
making it a true thermal competition and all for less than £200 a model. The challenge and the fun
involved is not easy to put into words, but you just have to have a go. As one competitor remarked,
“I’ve never seen so many smiles both during and after a competition.”
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Increased numbers of pilots are expected during 2011 and if your club would like details of how to
host an event please contact me or Chris. The first round of the popular Round Robin series starts at
Cashmoor on Sunday 17 April. In addition, for contestants in 2011, we have a new INVITATION
MONTHLY POSTAL SERIES, starting in April and running for six months through to September.
The task is to fly three consecutive flights of 10 minutes in a one hour slot, any day of the month on
your own club flying field. The rules can be seen on our website: www.wessexaml.co.uk

An Apollo scratching around

Apollo wing ribs set
with the motor mount
and F2
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Rick Farrer’s
new model called
Appology. Own
design with bits
of an Apollo such
as wing.
“PS The new
600RES
Appology flies
very nicely.”

Ian Pratt and his fantastic own design 600RES
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Chris Hague’s Apollo variant on its way (Apollo’s usually have a Vee tail)

Swallow – a Roly Nix fuselage and Apollo style wing
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Swallow fuselage by Roly Nix

Roly’s fuselage before painting – painting is optional
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Wessex Tomboy
The 2011 Wessex Tomboy rules were published at the final meeting of 2010. The updates were
included as a result of direct feedback from entrants and with a desire to prevent planes going too
high we have all agreed, and indeed welcomed, a reduction of fuel capacity to 2cc with the 36”
Tomboy. Tanks for the Mills .75 are very cheap and are readily available from Peter Rose (Tel:
07900 841 550). Of course the MP Jet 040 Classic engine is also permitted and comes with a
standard 2cc ali tank. These are good value at around £50 and are available from Pauline at
Flitehook, (Tel: 02380 861 541). Tomboy kits are readily available from the OSMAF (Tel: 0208 647
1033). I flew my Tomboy the other week using the MP Jet with it’s 2cc tank and got high enough
without having to squint and going into panic mode. The great pleasure then was keeping the model
in the air for as long as possible, really making you concentrate in order to squeeze that last second
out of a flight. It will soon be time to warm up your engines as the first round starts at Cashmoor on
Sunday 27 March.
Rick Farrer’s Tomboy36

Tomboy 36” short kit. Makes for a quick and easy build.
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Tomboy Senior

MP Jet 040 .6 cc Classic as used in
Tomboy 36 event
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Peter Rose launching James’s spotty Tomboy 36 at Cashmoor

Group photo taken at Flying Druids Tomboy meet in 2010
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Wessex control line mini speed
The Control Line mini speed was good fun last year with many competitors expressing their surprise
at just how simple, but none-the-less challenging, the competition turned out to be. We hear that
there are a few more entrants building Weasels and Wombats over the winter and expect an increase
in the number of competitors throughout the season. Mini speed is a profile control line model with a
1.5cc plain bearing diesel. At present the two most popular engines are the PAW 1.5 and the Frog
150, although I hear that the AM 15 is likely to be tried and could well be a contender this year.
Remarkably a model can be built in a few hours, although the tank takes longer unless of course you
have an old one somewhere that can be utilised. Plans are on the website (www.wessexaml.co.uk)
which you can use as a basis of your model or modify if you want to. The competition starts in April
with the first event at Middle Wallop on Sunday 24 April. Similar to the 600RES we have a new
INVITATION MONTHLY POSTAL SERIES, starting in April and running for six months through
to September. See our website for full details of the rules.

Preparing a mini speed

No photos of one in the air but
plenty of the sky and grass!

Three mini speed models
awaiting lines.
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Tasuma Power Duration
Bill Longley is continuing this year to promote power duration there being three main classes based
on engine size, and therefore directly related airframe size, with a cut off date for model designs.
Bill now has no shortage of models. Here is what Bill has to say
The TASUMA TROPHY series will be run at Cashmoor and Middle Wallop, hopefully on six
occasions through the year. Rules will remain the same as in 2010, (see www.wessexaml.com )
The national events now have two classes, a)Pylon b)Cabin. Both classes can fly in our series.
The Pylon class matches Tasuma B class and I will run an extra cabin class if entries appear.
On the building board I have two new models.
1) SUPER CREEP, 25 % scale up of the original 1955 Brian Egglestone design
2) PAYEE MAX , 50% scale up of Berkeley 049 payloader kit, see pics
I reasoned that as it is a duration competition, specifying “ cabin”, then one had to look for
the best avenue for performance.
This kit I got off ebay from Canada, It is a COMPLETE kit for the 50” span model, and
comes in a box 18” x 6” x 1”, completely untouched, I have not dared to unpack the wood,
as staed on the box, it was manufactured in 1954!

Bill likes building wings!
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Payee Max

Sandy Hogan
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Bill’s collection of Stardusters
The all important dates as at 1/2/2011, but there may be alterations so check beforehand.

Wessex Tomboy
27 March

Sunday

Round 1

Wimborne MAC – Cashmoor (+ Power Duration)

1 May

Sunday

Round 2

Wincanton Falcons – Templecombe

5 June

Sunday

Round 3

Still under discussion

17 July

Sunday

Round 4

Salisbury MFC – Flamstone Farm

1 October

Saturday

Round 5

Wimborne MAC – Cashmoor (+ Power Duration)

Wessex Low-Cost 600RES
17 April

Sunday

Round 1

Wimborne MAC – Cashmoor

29 May

Sunday

Round 2

Still under discussion
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25 June

Sunday

Round 3

Salisbury MFC – Flamstone Farm

16 July

Saturday

Round 4

Wincanton Falcons – Templecombe

10 September Saturday

Round 5

Wimborne MAC – Cashmoor

Tasuma Power Duration
27 March

Sunday

TASUMA Round 1

WMAC – Cashmoor

24 April

Sunday

TASUMA Round 2

SAM 1066 – Middle Wallop

8 May

Sunday

TASUMA Round 3

SAM 1066 – Middle Wallop

22 May

Sunday

TASUMA Round 4

WMAC - Cashmoor

28 August

Sunday

TASUMA Round 5

SAM 1066 – Middle Wallop

1 October

Saturday

TASUMA Round 6

WMAC – Cashmoor

Wessex control line mini speed
24 April

Sunday

Mini speed event 1

SAM 1066 – Middle Wallop

8 May

Sunday

Mini speed event 2

SAM 1066 – Middle Wallop

3 July

Sunday

Mini speed event 3

WMAC - Cashmoor

28 August

Sunday

Mini speed event 4

SAM 1066 – Middle Wallop

16 October Sunday

Mini speed event 5 – The Final WMAC – Cashmoor

Other useful dates
9 April

Saturday

Swapmeet

Salisbury MFC – Alderbury Village Hall

14/15 May

Weekend

IMAC

Wimborne MAC – Cashmoor

22 May

Sunday

R/C Vintage Wimborne MAC – Cashmoor

12 June

Sunday

Scale inc. aerotow scale Wimborne MAC – Cashmoor

3 July

Sunday

Control line day

Wimborne MAC – Cashmoor

18 September Sunday

Scale inc. aerotow scale Wimborne MAC – Cashmoor

16 October

Control line day

Sunday

Wimborne MAC – Cashmoor
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The IMAC event will be open to Aeromodeller spectators and will give those who live locally the
opportunity to see these aerobatic models flying to a high standard without having to travel
hundreds of miles.
I am always pleased to add dates of local events, contact: jamesiparry@talktalk.net
Useful numbers
Tomboy short kits and Apollo wing rib sets from the OSMAF Derek Foxwell 0208 647 1033
MP Jet 040 Classic engines Flitehook
2200x7 cells 4/5C NiMH battery packs

www.flitehook.net/

02380 861 541

www.component-shop.co.uk/

Puffin Models for MIG 600 motor, 35 amp ESC & prop http://www.puffinmodels.com/
Tel: 01454 22 81 84
Lots more information about the Wessex Aeromodellers League at: www.wessexaml.co.uk
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